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ABSTRACT:
In o/idcA to ¿otve the lag/LangZan dl^eA-enttat equations ofi mo­
tion the. Foa/tle/i IntegAatA can be cued. A ¿pectat treatment £oa. the 
¿o catted. ¿ecutajt teAm¿ of the dI¿taA.bIng function Ii> given ¿oa, that 
object.
and similar expressions for the temporal, variations of the remai­
ning keplerian elements. The arguments 0 are written in general:
©. . \'C-j f + p'-fl.1 +■ f> 1L +^i‘V' +-‘^tí|
wher the coefficients j, j' may assume zero values as well as positi_ 
ve (integer) values; p, p'; q, q' may have positive or negative (in­
tegral) values as well. Argument e follows by putting j=j ’=0 in 
(2). 0
The integration of system (1) may be assumed, at least formally 
from the point of view of Fourier Integration. The fact that the ti­
me may be absent explicity in several arguments in (2) renders it ne 
cessary to pay attention to the so called secular terms of the dis­
turbing function.
2. Let us first deal with the general case j/0, j'/0. We consider 
the general term z
where r> Í - > /
/ - é , I, Vr + i'
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where the C£s contain keplerian elements and may have imaginary va­
lues in sane cases.
The case in which j^O, j'/O or j=0, j'^O can be solved in a 
little different way.
(4)
3. The main problem is logically connected to the so called secu­
lar terms. Such a term can be written, for instance
Let us assume that
is a term in the neiggbohood of (4), and such that j/0, j’/O. If in 
general we can assume that C % C', we can put
(6) C -- C C
and then we shall get a term of the form:
(7) C (j'^ 't
This new term (7) can be then combined with term (4), and we can 
solve the problem as in the first case. A sine term can be treated 
in an analogous way.
The most striking case is such one where: 
j=j’ = p = p’ = q = q' =o.
It is clear that only a coeefficient C results from the gene­
ral term (2). This term can be combined with some term of its neigh 
borhood in the development of the disturbing function, in which, 
for instance j=j'=O. We obtain in this case a term of the form
C" cos (U)' - w)
We put here C" = Ci + C and then the new term
C cos (id’ - w), when combined with constant term C gives:
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Since aj' and w are constants by assumption, we may write
Co = C cos (w' - te), anthen we obtain a term:2 7 7
C- cos (co' - co)
1 I 7
This last term can be canbined with an approriate term of the dis­
turbing function for which j # 0, j' / 0, giving rise again to the 
case dealt with in 1.
According to the principles settled above the development of 
the disturbing function will contain terms of the form:
f(t) e ±ijnt
Fourier Integration follows at once then, at least formally.
The range of integration may be taken for an arbitrary large 
interval of time t. The problem of convergence will be treated in 
a future paper.
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